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Our ref. DJ Eloff / MAT 2664 Your ref:  

 
05 June 2019 

 
 

 

TO:  Mr Peter Harris 

Harris Nupen Molebatsi Inc 

 3rd floor 

1 Bompas Road 

Dunkeld West 

Randburg 

2196 

Email: pharris@hnmattorneys.co.za  

rethabile@hnmattorneys.co.za  
URGENT  
 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
RE:  GAUTENG DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION OF 

ADMISSIONS AND ONLINE PLATFORM  
 

1. We refer to the above mentioned matter. 

 

2. We have been informed that certain IDSO’s of the Gauteng Department of 

Education (hereinafter ‘GDE’) have instructed principals of various schools 

in the province to circumvent their own school’s language policies by 

accepting learners who indicate their language of teaching and learning 

(hereinafter ‘LOTL’) as English. This is contrary to the National Norms and 
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Standards for Language Policy and each school’s language policies 

approved by their governing bodies. It is also contrary to section 18A of 

the Gauteng School Education Act. We have already referred to these 

pieces of legislation in our previous letter which seems to be ignored. In 

particular we have referred sections B2 and B3 of the Norms and 

Standards for Language Policy. 

 
3. The conduct of the Department’s officials is also contrary to the judgment 

in the Overvaal case which explicitly dealt with section 18A of the Gauteng 

School Education Act and the Norms and Standards of Language Policy. 

Their conduct are in breach of the legality principle and unlawful.  

 

4. The norms and standards referred to in section 18A of the provincial act 

clearly refer to the norms and standards envisaged in section 6 (1) of the 

South African Schools Act (hereinafter “SASA”). 

  

5. In terms of section 6 (2) of SASA, the governing body is given the power 

and function to determine a language policy of a school subject to the 

Constitution, SASA and the applicable provincial law.  

 

6. From the aforementioned it is clear that both the national legislature 

(Parliament) and the provincial legislature respectively by virtue of the 

national legislation and the provincial legislation intend to mandate the 

SGB’s of schools to determine their own language policies. This is a clear 

indication that LOLT should be applied during the admission process. 

 

7. Section 18A of the Gauteng School Education Act clearly requires a 

consultation process by the MEC before giving any direction that the 

language policy of the school is formulated in accordance with subsection 

(1). In terms of our Constitutional Law, a consultation process prescribed 

by a law is a pre-requisite for the exercising of any further power and is 

also essential as part of the principles of administrative fairness.  
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8. It follows from this that a SGB may choose the language of tuition and 

learning of school with regards to the admission of learners to a particular 

school and that a learner must fall in with the language policy so chosen. 

As mentioned this was also effectively so decided by the High Court in the 

Overvaal - Case. A similar interpretation was also given by the High Court 

in the matter of Laerskool Middelburg en ‘n ander v Departementshoof 

Mpumalanga Departement van Onderwys en Andere [2002] 4 ALL SA 

745(T).  

 

9. This further accentuates the position that the language policies of SGB’s 

and schools cannot merely ignored by officials of the Department and 

principals of schools instructed to do so. 

 

10. Kindly advise what steps your client intends to take so as to prevent 

officials of the Department from furnishing such instructions.  

 
11. We shall appreciate your client’s response to this letter within 5 days from 

date hereof.  

 

 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
 
HURTER SPIES INC.  
Per Daniël Eloff 
 
 
 
 

 


